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Radio requirements and the European 
Commission - an update on RED, EMCD, and LVD  

The EMC and radio equipment directives (EMCD and RED) are from 2014. These are the 'new' directives, 

which replaced older directives from 2004 and 1999. You could be forgiven for thinking that they were 

implemented and fully rolled out long ago. But this is only a partial truth — there has been many obstacles 

along the way. Here are a few of the challenges that have cropped up in the process of fully implementing 

these directives.  
By Per Thåstrup Jensen, FORCE Technology 

An EU Commission with a mission 

It took 10 years since the last EMC directive was issued before the European Commission decided to issue a new 

directive in the EMC field. For the Radio Equipment Directive, it took 15 years. In the intervening period, the commission 

has had an opportunity to monitor internal market conditions and follow along with how well the industry followed the 

directives' requirements and intentions. 

However, the commission cannot have been completely satisfied with the effect of these directives; when the 2014 

directives were issued, a variety of market surveillance, regulatory, and documentation-related conditions were made 

more stringent. The 'overarching responsibility' of the Radio Equipment Directive is more visible today than it was in the 
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past: if there is a radio (even a receiver) in a product, then the Radio Equipment Directive (RED) governs radio 

conditions, EMC conditions, and electrical safety conditions (to a certain extent) for that product. 

A slow approach to harmonising standards 

Up until 2014, the lists of 'harmonised' standards were fairly complete and up to date. Harmonised standards are listed 

in the European Commission's reference, the Official Journal or OJ (see figure 1). If a product is a 'household' machine, 

the OJ can be consulted to find out which harmonised standard must be used in preparing compliance documentation. 

When it was introduced, few standards — if any — were really ready for the RED. For many months following the 2014 

release, the OJ referenced the old R&TTE directive from 1999. In the period that followed, new standards were added to 

the list very slowly. The number of standards at various points in time is shown in figure 2. This put the industry in a 

difficult position when making decisions about documentation. The only possibility for certification was through a notified 

body, which could approve the manufacturer's documentation. 

 

The 80/80 rule and performance criteria 

One of the possible reasons for the slow growth in harmonised standards can be found in the European Commission's 

own workflows. The Commission has become aware of several conditions in the harmonised standards that are in need 

of change. Standards organisations have already been asked to eliminate "statistical evaluations" of compliance. 

Previously, the 80/80 rule was applied here. It took into account the fact that production spread could lead to a lower 

number of products actually being able to risk exceeding the threshold values in standards — because of production 

spread.  

Standards that contained this rule could not be harmonised. Since EMC conditions cannot be expected to be 100% 

uniform in all products manufactured, manufacturers are ultimately required to build in (greater) margins in their 

designs, and to include the risk of exceeding threshold values in their own risk analyses. This is new, since the standards 

previously in effect took a position on behalf of the manufacturer. 

The Commission also took a critical stance on performance criteria for products being tested. The ability of 

manufacturers to "specify a reduced performance in the presence of electrical interference" received particular attention: 

how bad can the allowable EMC properties of a product be? (See wording in figure 3.) The Commission's desire for an 

unequivocal interpretation of the approval requirements is poorly aligned with criterion A, which comes across as a sort 

of "requirement buffet" from which one may select requirements to comply with.  

Fact box: Links and abbreviations 

Official Journal, harmonised standards for 

directives: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-

market/european-standards/harmonised-

standards_en. 

Vademecum on European standardisation: 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-

market/european-standards/vademecum_da. 

IEC, CISPR, CEN, CENELEC, and ETSI are 

standards organisations. 

R&TTE is the Radio and Telecommunication 

Terminal Directive. 

Harmonised standards 

RED: 

Feb 2017: approx. 47 standards 

Jun 2017: approx. 143 standards 

May 2018: approx. 160 standards (including 1 "modified"). 

EMCD: 

Jun 2017: approx. 206 standards 

May 2018: approx. 136 standards (including approx. 24 "modified" + 

approx. 100 amendments or AC additions) 

 

LVD: 

May 2018: approx. 600 standards (including 136 "modified").  

Figure 1: Number of harmonised standards at selected points in 
time. 

Figure 2: Links and abbreviations. 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/vademecum_da
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/vademecum_da
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Figure 3: Performance criterion A, which offers manufacturers a degree of freedom. 

 

Vademecum, checklists, and legal interpretation 

The Commission has rolled up its sleeves and prepared a so-called vademecum, to be taken as a guide or manual in how 

to build harmonised standards. An increased number of HAS consultants ("HAS" being short for "harmonised standards") 

were hired and asked to evaluate all of the completed EMC standards as part of the harmonisation process. The result 

has been a more comprehensive evaluation of the standards' wording and content than had been previously conducted.  

The HAS consultants are equipped with checklists that carefully address the aspects of the standards to which attention 

has been drawn. The Commission's evaluation of the standards has brought with it a more legally orientated 

perspective, attempting to eliminate any ambiguities found.  

The checklists contain such questions as "Is there a technical requirement included, where there is no need for testing 

for compliance, but self-declaration by the manufacturer is considered to be sufficient? (Yes/No)" and "Contains a non-

specific or non-verifiable requirement, provision or piece of guidance, leaving it to a manufacturer or another standard 

user to decide how to apply? (Yes/No)". 

 

Figure 4: At a minimum, an Endorsement Notice, Annex ZA and Annex ZZ, are added during harmonisation. 
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A message with no recipient 

The goal of the vademecum is clearly to reduce ambiguity in requirements, and to make the means of compliance and 

documentation clearer and more traceable. The vademecum is unequivocally directed toward the ESOs (European 

Standardisation Organisations), including ETSI, CEN, and CENELEC. These three organisations have a mandate from the 

Commission to develop the necessary standards, in order to ensure a steady stream of harmonised standards for use in 

directives. 

However, it may seem a bit like the international standardisation world — primarily IEC and its subordinate body, CISPR, 

has been “forgotten”. CENELEC and IEC/CISPR have an agreed "parallel voting" process, in which IEC and CISPR 

standards are submitted for voting in member countries simultaneously. IEC member countries have one vote each in 

the international portion of the vote. EU countries have voting weights based on their sizes in the CENELEC vote. This 

occasionally means that a standard is adopted in one system, but not the other. Whenever this happens, it doubles the 

work for manufacturers, since almost all electronics manufacturers supply the global market. Thus, things do not go 

particularly smoothly when standards cannot be used in the same version. Very many electro-technical standards are 

derived from an IEC or CISPR standard to which CENELEC makes the additions it deems necessary, particularly in the 

form of Annex ZA and Annex ZZ (see figure 4). The CENELEC system needs these additions to be able to identify which 

parts of the directives (which essential requirements) are covered by the standard.  

Challenges for the EU vs. global co-operation 

IEC standardisation itself has no independent connection to the European Commission, nor to the vademecum, by 

extension. IEC and CISPR do not need to listen to the EU. Nor is there anything in particular that obliges most working 

groups to account for the EU's desired legal phrasings.  

At the most recent general assembly of the IEC, it was suggested that the word "radio" be included in IEC and CISPR 

standards, along with certain considerations for the testing of radio products. The absence of the word "radio", and the 

absence of necessary radio-related requirements, have resulted in a pile of unharmonised standards from CENELEC — 

simply because the HAS consultants cannot harmonise a standard for the RED if it does not contain a scent of radio-

related requirements.  

A more complicated, global world 

Manufacturers and notified bodies are still faced with the daunting task of putting together compliance documentation 

for these directives. The pile of unharmonised standards has become so large that CENELEC has begun to issue EMC 

standards without harmonising them at the same time. This means that these standards (e.g., the new immunity 

standards, EN IEC 61000-6-1 and EN IEC 61000-6-2, from 2019) are available, but the versions from 2007 and 2005, 

respectively, are the ones that can be used for compliance declarations. The lack of co-ordination between CENELEC and 

the IEC means that manufacturers may be required to use different tests to obtain European and international approval. 

Latest: Software updates 

The Commission is also focused on protecting the radio spectrum. A software update or change to a radio product may 

not cause the product to (e.g.) emit stronger signals than permitted, nor to transmit on frequencies that are not 

permitted. 

The organisation Orgalim, acting on behalf of European industries, has submitted its views on the possible use of 

paragraphs 3(3)(i) and 4 of the RED. These two paragraphs give the Commission the ability to establish a "delegated 

act" for such products. In this context, "delegated act" refers to the development of special requirements for certain 

product groups, with these requirements pushed directly into member states' laws. Orgalim would be very reluctant to 

have a "one size fits all"-type solution pushed through for software updates to radio products. The industry sees itself as 

fully capable of regulating these conditions on its own.  

 

This article was published in Aktuel Elektronik, April 2019 

 


